
Daily Intelligence Update

16 October 2016



Executive Summary

A. North Dakota:

•Previous 24:

•No significant protestor activities

•Completed survey of ROW from County Road 80 to the crest

of the hill before Hwy 1806.

•Law Enforcement continues to have static checkpoints in

place



Executive Summary
•Next 24:

•Continue to support worksites along ROW and static DAPL sites off

the ROW.

•Continue planning of survey for tomorrow morning from HDD sight

toward Hwy 1806.

•Continue planning with law enforcement for survey crews to

survey from the crest of the hill to east of Hwy 1806

•Intel cell will monitor and record a scheduled protest at the

Morton County Courthouse



Public Relations

A. Positive - Sheriff’s Association continues to

publish positive news stories

B. Negative - Social media continues to posts

recruiting videos which is encouraging more
people to come protest.



Project Administration

A. Logistics -

. 2 Computers 1 for LE and 1 for OP have been
shipped

. 4 6 Man UTV’s requested

. 2 HLZ kits, 6 PVS-14’s Night Vision Goggles, 18

Helmets and Googles for UTV’s have arrived

. 12 Office Chairs and 12 folding chairs ordered

. 2 Intel phones will be picked up Monday 17 October

. 4 DAPL vehicles turned in from Silverton

. Still awaiting LRADs, Body Armor, and FLIR.



Other (Recommendations/Comments)



Weather and Light Data
Tonight Monday Monday

Night

Tuesday Tuesday

Night

Partly Cloudy Chance Rain

20%

Slight Chance

Rain

20%

Slight Chance

Rain

Mostly Cloudy

Low: 43 °F High: 60 °F Low: 41 “F High: 58 °F Low: 35 “F

Tonight: Partly cloudy, with a low around 43. West wind 1 0 to 1 5 mph becoming light southwest after midnight.

Winds could gust as high as 26 mph.
Monday: A 40 percent chance of rain, mainly after 1pm. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 60. South wind 3 to 8

mph.

Monday Night: A 20 percent chance of rain. Mostly cloudy, with a low around 41. Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph
becoming west after midnight.

Tuesday: A 20 percent chance of rain before 1pm. Partly sunny, with a high near 58. West wind 7 to 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph.

Tuesday Night: Mostly cloudy, with a low around 35.



Significant Activities

• Monday is 17 October 2017 and is the start of what the protestors

are calling the “Month of Mayhem”.

* Social Media continues to call for non-violent direct action every

day for 30 days.

* A rally is planned for Amy Goodman and Myron Dewey, at the

Mandan LEC for 17 October 2017 beginning at 1200hrs. To

1500hrs.

• Social media post suggests that protestors are trying to resolve

discord between some groups in the camps.
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Significant Activities

• New protestor TTP being discussed on Social Media is to

stay in jail and not post bond. This will result in more money
spent by law enforcement and less jail space which may
discourage more arrests.

• SD Highway Patrol has arrived and are getting there training

today so they can be ready to deploy tomorrow morning.

• Hennepin County has stated they will send 55 officers to

support the Morton County Sheriff’s Office.



Assessment
What we know:
- Rioters will conduct operations based on weather
- Movement is well organized and control measures are in place
- There are divisions within the camps (i.e., Natives vs Whites and inter-tribal

conflicts)

- There are outsiders deliberately moving the rioters toward violent action
- The rioters do possess weapons
- Red Warrior Camp is the plans and operations for the rioters and is run by Cody

Hall

- That the use of spotters and runners is widely used during riot operations
- Uniformed rioter security are giving orders to rioters during direct action
- Manipulate peaceful protesters through misinformation

What we do not know:
- Number and type of weapons in camp
- Who is providing military training

- When and where the next event will occur and how many rioters will attend
- Have not confirmed Command and Control at events (suspect Cody Hall)

What we think:
- The Standing Rock Sioux will continue to riot and attempt to force DAPL security

and law enforcement to respond with violence

Importance:
- The use of force or death of a protester or rioter will result in the immediate halt

to DAPL operations, which will likely permanently halt the entire project



Priority Intelligence Requirements
1 . Any compositional info on aggressive protest groups. It is

important to weed out non-aggressive groups as they will

drain our resources in the wrong direction with no effect to

our client.

2. Planned moves or activities of these groups as they intersect

with our client specifically.

3. Other non-direct actions that intersect with our client's

operations to produce indirect effects (for example: Social

Media postings from remote sites) should be included in

collection.

4. Local sympathizers providing support, logistics, and
potentially shelter for those committing criminal acts.

5. Any movement of the client leadership to TS sites.



Questions?


